Introduction
============

Antibodies are a crucial part of the immune response toward invading pathogens such as viruses, and the induction of so-called neutralizing antibodies is a primary goal of vaccination ([@b1]). In addition, there is great interest in the development of broadly neutralizing antibodies specific for major human pathogens such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and influenza virus ([@b2],[@b3]). Neutralization of viruses by antibodies is predicted to depend on high-affinity binding to specific epitopes of surface-exposed viral proteins that are required for binding to target cell receptors ([@b4]). Such antibodies are thought to function according to the occupancy model that requires binding of a critical number of antibodies to a viral particle in such a way that most or all neutralizing epitopes are occupied ([@b5]). This may occur independently, or in concert with other antibody-mediated effector functions such as antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis or antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity ([@b6],[@b7]). These effector functions are induced upon binding of antibody--virus immune complexes to classical Fc γ receptors (FcγRs) expressed on the surface of hematopoietic cells such as natural killer (NK) cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells, which results in clearance and induction of T-cell responses ([@b8]). Neutralizing antibodies also prevent infection in concert with non-classical Fc receptors such as the neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) and the polymeric Ig receptor (pIgR) ([@b9],[@b10]). While FcRn mediates bidirectional transport of IgG across mucosal epithelial surfaces ([@b11]--[@b15]), pIgR mediates unidirectional transcytosis of IgA and IgM from the tissue into the luminal space ([@b9]). Transcellular transport of neutralizing but also non-neutralizing antibody has been shown to facilitate protection against viral infection ([@b9],[@b16]--[@b21]).

Although neutralizing antibodies are produced during antiviral responses, the majority of the antibodies in the polyclonal response have no neutralizing activity by the classical definition ([@b22],[@b23]). This is due to the fact that they bind internal viral epitopes released from infected lysed cells, or viral surface proteins that are not involved in viral attachment and entry into host cells ([@b24]). In addition, viruses are known to display immune-dominant non-neutralizing epitopes that can bias the polyclonal response toward a non-neutralizing phenotype ([@b25]--[@b28]). As such, neutralization of viruses by antibodies has until recently been assumed to be a solely extracellular or intravesicular event.

However, in recent years, it has become clear that the antiviral function of antibodies also extends into the cytosolic compartment of cells ([@b29]--[@b31]). This additional level of protection is orchestrated by the interferon (IFN)-inducible cytosolic Fc receptor tripartite motif containing-21 (TRIM21). Engagement of TRIM21 results in rapid postentry elimination of antibody--virus via recruitment of the proteasomal machinery ([@b32],[@b33]), in a mechanism termed antibody-dependent cellular neutralization (ADIN). Concurrently, inflammatory signaling is also induced ([@b34]). Therefore, antibodies that have failed to block entry of a virus particle into the cell and that is not intercepted by antibody-mediated effector functions operating in the extracellular environment may still be protective in the cytosolic compartment, even though they are, by the classical definition, non-neutralizing. Instead, the cell takes advantage of TRIM21 to set up one last line of antiviral defense.

TRIM21 can be distinguished from other Fc receptors in two ways. Firstly, TRIM21 shows remarkably broad antibody specificity as it can activate both of its functions upon binding to IgG, IgM as well as IgA ([@b32],[@b35]), while other Fc receptors display more restricted antibody isotype and subtype specificities ([@b36]--[@b38]). Secondly, TRIM21 is broadly expressed by cells of most histogenic linages ([@b39]), while expression of classical FcγRs is mainly restricted to hematopoietic cells ([@b8]). This suggests that a susceptible pathogen may be targeted by TRIM21 independently of the site of infection and local distribution of antibody isotypes.

TRIM21 is a multi-domain Fc receptor with ubiquitin ligase activity
===================================================================

The TRIM21--IgG interaction was first described in a yeast two-hybrid screen in a study that investigated the role of TRIM21 as an autoantigen in immune disorders such as systemic lupus erythematosus and Sjögren\'s syndrome, in which it is referred to as Ro52 or SS-A ([@b40]). In subsequent studies, TRIM21 was immunoprecipitated independently of antibody specificity, and the binding site for TRIM21 was postulated to be localized to the C~H~2--C~H~3 interface of Fc as it was found to compete with binding of *Staphylococcus* protein A and *Streptococcus* protein G ([@b41],[@b42]). Furthermore, the corresponding binding site on TRIM21 was found localized to the C-terminal PRYSPRY domain as truncation of this domain resulted in loss of binding. Although the interaction between TRIM21 and IgG was initially thought to be irrelevant due to the topologically distinct localization of the two proteins, a specific role in antiviral defense was more recently described ([@b32]).

TRIM21 is an Fc receptor that is structurally unrelated to all other classes of Fc receptors ([@b43],[@b44]). It is part of the TRIM family which consists of over 100 members in humans ([@b45]), with a diverse set of cellular roles including antiviral defense ([@b46],[@b47]). One of the most studied members is TRIM5α, which mediates restriction of simian immunodeficiency virus via an antibody-independent mechanism ([@b48]). TRIM21 shares the same structural architecture as other TRIM proteins and consists of an N-terminal RING domain with E3 ubiquitin ligase activity, a B-box, and a central coiled-coil domain that is referred to as RBCC ([@b43]). It is, however, the C-terminal domain of TRIM proteins that determines ligand specificity and function, and in half of all known TRIM proteins this is a so-called PRYSPRY domain. The PRYSPRY domain of TRIM21 contains the antibody binding site, and is a globular fold comprising a β-sandwich of two antiparallel β-sheets connected by flexible loops ([@b43]), and is a fusion of PRY and SPRY elements which are of distinct evolutionary origin ([@b49]). Furthermore, TRIM proteins are known to form dimers or higher order structures via their coiled-coil domains and both heteromeric and homomeric TRIMs have been described ([@b50]). Crystallographic data of the TRIM25 coiled-coil have revealed that it has an antiparallel helical structure that places the N-terminal RING domains at opposite sides of the dimeric structure, while the C-terminal PRYSPRY domains are positioned at the center ([@b51]). Although a crystal structure of full-length TRIM21 has yet to be solved, the presence of the coiled-coil suggests that TRIM21 adopts a similar structural arrangement that would place its two PRYSPRY domains in close proximity to each other. Consistent with this, full-length TRIM21 has been shown to exist as a dimer in solution and form stable 1:1 complexes with human IgG1 ([@b32]). Thus, the two PRYSPRY domains of a dimeric TRIM21 molecule may bind simultaneously to one IgG Fc ([@b32]). This symmetrical mode of binding will allow TRIM21 to rapidly intercept incoming antibodies ([@b32],[@b34]).

A molecular basis for the TRIM21--IgG interaction
=================================================

A detailed understanding of the TRIM21--IgG interaction has been obtained from solving a co-crystal structure between the C-terminal PRYSPRY domain of human TRIM21 and an Fc fragment derived from human IgG1 ([@b43]). The complex reveals a 2:1 stoichiometry where a PRYSPRY domain binds to the interface between the C~H~2 and C~H~3 found on each side of the Fc. As such, the binding site for TRIM21 is distinct from that of the classical FcγRs and C1q in the lower hinge and C~H~2 domain ([@b52]--[@b55]), but overlaps with the binding site for FcRn ([@b56],[@b57]) as well as bacterial and viral Fc receptors ([@b58]--[@b60]). In contrast to binding to FcγRs, neither TRIM21 nor FcRn binding to IgG is affected by removal of N297-linked glycans of the C~H~2 domains ([@b42]).

The core interaction site is formed between the SPRY element and the C~H~3 domain of IgG Fc ([@b43],[@b44]). Here, the protruding and conserved Fc loop encompassing residues 429--436 is inserted into a deep hydrophobic pocket on the SPRY surface where the apex Fc residues H433, N434, and H435 (HNH motif) form a central hydrogen bond network surrounded by a hydrophobic shield of aromatic side chains that are engaged in aromatic stacking interactions. Specifically, H433~Fc~ and N434~Fc~ interact with D355~SPRY~ located at the base of the SPRY binding pocket via hydrogen bonds, while H433~Fc~ also interacts with W381~SPRY~ via aromatic stacking, which may also involve W383~SPRY~. Furthermore, H435~Fc~ forms a hydrogen bond with D452~SPRY~ and stacks with F450~SPRY~. In addition, I253~Fc~ of the C~H~2 loop encompassing residues 252--256 is involved in a hydrophobic interaction with W299~PRY~. An overview of the co-crystal complex and the interaction network is presented in *Fig.* [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}.

![Molecular basis for the TRIM 21--IgG interaction. Structural illustrations of the interaction between the human TRIM21 PRYSPRY (yellow) domain and the Fc part (blue) derived from human IgG1. The conserved C~H~2-loop (252--256) and the C~H~3-loop (429--436) of the Fc part are indicated while N297-linked glycans are shown in red. (A) Close-up view of the interactions formed between the C~H~2 domain of IgG1 and the PRY element (upper panel) and the C~H~3 domain and the SPRY element (lower panel). (B) The symmetric 2:1 complex in which two PRYSPRY domains bind one homodimeric Fc fragment at the C~H~2--C~H~3 interface. (C) An illustration showing insertion of conserved and protruding Fc-loop 429--436 into the hydrophobic binding pocket on the surface of TRIM21 PRYSPRY. The figure was prepared using PyMOL and based on the Protein Data Bank structure 2IWG ([@b43]).](imr0268-0328-f1){#fig01}

In contrast to the strict pH dependence of the FcRn--IgG interaction, TRIM21 binds Fc pH independently, but is sensitive to high salt concentrations ([@b43]). The interaction has been shown to be highly conserved in mammals, and displays wide cross-species reactivity as both human and mouse TRIM21 bind IgG from a range of mammals ([@b44]). This is supported by inspection of the co-crystal structure between the mouse TRIM21 PRYSPRY domain and an Fc fragment derived from mouse IgG2a, which shows that the mouse and human mode of binding are highly similar ([@b44]).

The binding affinity between human IgG and the monomeric human PRYSPRY domain has been measured to 150 nM using isothermal titration calorimetry, while the murine interaction has an affinity of 500 nM, where the human interaction occurs with more negative enthalpy ([@b43],[@b44]). However, the fact that full-length TRIM21 is a dimeric molecule has direct implications for its functional affinity to antibodies. The two PRYSPRY domains of a dimeric TRIM21 molecule may bind simultaneously to one IgG Fc as suggested by the crystal structures ([@b32]). Simultaneous engagement of both heavy chains likely explains the significantly increased interaction of dimeric TRIM21, yielding an affinity of 0.6 nM for the IgG--TRIM21 interaction as measured by fluorescence anisotropy ([@b32]). Notably, this represents an increase of more than 300-fold relative to monomeric affinity, which makes TRIM21 the highest affinity Fc receptor in humans.

TRIM21 has broad antibody isotype specificity
=============================================

While Fc receptors are highly selective in regard to isotype and subtype binding, TRIM21 not only binds IgG but also IgM and IgA ([@b32],[@b35]). Interestingly, the binding site for TRIM21 on IgA and IgM overlaps with that of Fc α receptor I (FcαRI), Fcα/μ receptor, pIgR, as well as several pathogen-produced Fc receptors ([@b61]--[@b68]). The binding affinities of IgM and IgA toward monomeric human PRYSPRY are considerably weaker, and have been measured to be 17 and 50 μM, respectively ([@b32],[@b35]). However, despite relatively weak monomeric binding, the dimeric nature of full-length TRIM21 suggests that the functional affinities for IgM and IgA are much stronger ([@b35]). Assuming that the increase over monomeric affinity upon binding of full-length TRIM21 to IgG is similar for IgM and IgA, the binding strength may be in the sub-micrometer range during physiological conditions ([@b35]).

The weak monomeric binding of IgM and IgA is very likely due to the sequence variation in the stretch of amino acids corresponding to the C~H~3-loop 429--436 of IgG ([@b35]). Specifically, the apex HNH motif of IgG is PNR in IgM and PLA in IgA. However, binding to TRIM21 is still accommodated, as there is structural conservation of the Fc loop among the three isotypes. This has been addressed by molecular modeling showing that the structural loops in IgG and IgM superimpose closely at the secondary structure level allowing them to insert into the hydrophobic PRYSPRY binding pocket ([@b35]). Although the individual mutations H433A, N434A, N434D, and H435A in a murine IgG1 antibody ([@b69]) have been shown to abolish TRIM21 recognition, the specific replacements in IgM and IgA are predicted to form specific interactions with PRYSPRY residues ([@b35]).

In IgM, conservation of the central N434 is thought to be crucial, as its hydrogen bonding potential with D355~SPRY~ is likely maintained, while replacement of H433~Fc~ with proline will abolish its hydrogen bonding potential with D355~SPRY~ and its ability to interact with two Fc residues simultaneously. However, the proline residue may still interact with W381~SPRY~ and W383~SPRY~. Even though proline--tryptophan pairing is not a true aromatic stacking, it generates binding energy that is roughly double that of a hydrogen bond ([@b70]). Furthermore, the replacement of H435~Fc~ with arginine in IgM abolishes its aromatic stacking potential with F450~SPRY~, but the arginine may still bind D452~SPRY~, given a favorable side chain conformation. In IgA, P440 corresponding to H433 in IgG is thought to have a similar role as in IgM. The presence of L441, the equivalent of N434 in IgG, cannot interact with D355~SPRY~, but is instead thought to form hydrophobic contacts with L370S~PRY~ and L371~SPRY~, while A442~Fc~ is predicted not to contribute in binding ([@b35]). Structural predictions of the interaction between IgM and IgA are shown in *Fig.* [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}.

![TRIM21 interacts with the Fc part of IgG, IgM, and IgA. (A) Close-up of the interaction network between the HNH motif of the IgG1 C~H~3 loop (429--436) and TRIM21 PRYSPRY. (B, C) Structural models predicting the interactions of TRIM21 with IgM and IgA. Amino acid residues found in IgM and IgA (PNR and PLA, respectively), were modeled into the IgG1--PRYSPRY structure. The figure was prepared using PyMOL and based on the Protein Data Bank structure 2IWG ([@b35],[@b43]).](imr0268-0328-f2){#fig02}

ADIN: antibody-dependent intracellular neutralization
=====================================================

During infection with a non-enveloped virus, antibodies that are attached to the viral capsid are also carried into the cytosolic compartment of target cells where they are recognized by TRIM21 ([@b32],[@b35]) (*Fig.* [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequently, TRIM21 engagement targets the virus for proteasomal degradation before it has had time to replicate and spread. This was first demonstrated using human adenovirus type 5 (AdV5) carrying the green fluorescent protein reporter gene as a model pathogen, incubated with anti-AdV polyclonal serum from goat ([@b32]). Upon infection of HeLa cells, protection from infection was found to correlate with the level of TRIM21 expression, as depletion of TRIM21 gave high infection levels while upregulation of TRIM21 by IFN-α stimulation increased ADIN ([@b32]).

![Cytosolic antiviral functions mediated by TRIM 21. (1) AdV5 in complex with antibodies interacts with CAR expressed on the surface of the target cell, which triggers endocytosis. (2) Exposure to acidic pH in the endosome induces a conformational change in the viral particle which results in membrane lysis and the AdV5 escapes into the cytosol bound to antibodies. Here, TRIM21 is rapidly recruited and binds to the Fc part of the antibodies leading to (3) sequential formation of K63 and K48-linked ubiquitin chains that result in targeting to VCP and the proteasomal machinery where Poh1 of the 19S regulatory subunit liberate (4) K63-linked ubiquitin chains and in turn is thought to activate the TAK1--TAB1--TAB2 and IKKα--IKKβ--NEMO enzyme complexes. (5) This results in degradation of the virus before it has time to replicate, and (6) activation of the transcription factor pathways NF-κB, AP-1, and IRF3/5/7 (7) accompanied by synthesis and secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines.](imr0268-0328-f3){#fig03}

Following endocytosis via the coxsackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR), AdV5 in complex with non-neutralizing antibodies lyses the endosomal membrane and enters the cytosol where it is intercepted by TRIM21. Engagement of TRIM21 results in autoubiquitination in a manner that is dependent upon the E3 activity of its RING domain ([@b32]). Ubiquitination leads to recruitment of the proteasomal machinery and rapid degradation of the viral complex, in a process that is perturbed by the proteasomal inhibitor, epoxomicin. The degradation process has been demonstrated to be strictly dependent on the AAA ATPase v97/VCP ([@b33]). VCP is a multi-domain protein complex that interacts directly with multi-ubiquitin chains via its N-terminal domain and is capable of extracting proteins from larger complexes as well as unfolding them ([@b71]--[@b78]). Therefore, a general role for VCP in a preproteasomal degradation step has been suggested ([@b79]), and VCP was recently found to be recruited to stalled proteasomes ([@b80]). Considering that the intact AdV capsid measures 90 nm in diameter ([@b81]), and that the diameter of the proteasomal barrel is only 2 nm ([@b82],[@b83]), such a predisassembly step is intuitively required ([@b33]). It is likely the challenging nature of the viral capsid rather than an intrinsic feature of ADIN that results in VCP dependence, as TRIM21 mediates the proteasomal turnover of ectopically expressed IgG Fc independently of VCP ([@b33]).

The fast rate of ADIN is crucial as it must occur before AdV reaches the nucleus for initiation of replication. This has been demonstrated using a fate-of-capsid assay, in which cellular levels of the major capsid protein, hexon, were degraded within 2 h of infection ([@b32]). The ADIN mechanism is strictly dependent on ubiquitination, in which TRIM21 itself is the substrate for attachment of ubiquitin ([@b32],[@b84]). The ubiquitin machinery involves four enzymes: the ubiquitin activating (E1), the ubiquitin conjugating (E2), the substrate specifying ubiquitin ligase (E3), as well as the ubiquitin erasing deubiquitinase (DUB), of which E2 is responsible for the ubiquitin chain linkage topology ([@b85]--[@b87]). The E2 enzyme Ube2W was recently shown to mediate attachment of K63-linked monoubiquitin to TRIM21 ([@b84]). This makes TRIM21 accessible as a substrate for the E2 enzyme pair Ube2N/Ube2V2, resulting in extension of K63-linked ubiquitin chain *in vitro*. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that both Ube2W and Ube2N were required for attachment of both K63 and K48-linked ubiquitin chains to TRIM21 in cells, in which the attachment of K48-linked ubiquitin chains is thought to result in targeting to the proteasome ([@b84]). As TRIM21 undergo autoubiquitination, this could allow it to be effective against a diverse range of pathogens. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that antibody-coated beads transfected into cells become positive for ubiquitin, suggesting that any cytosolic particles bound by antibodies are potential targets for TRIM21-mediated ADIN.

Virus-associated IgM and IgA activate ADIN
==========================================

During the initial stages of the antibody response, IgM is the main antibody isotype produced. IgM forms pentamers through association with the common joining chain (J-chain). IgA is the main isotype at mucosal barriers and the second most prevalent isotype in serum at 2--3 mg/ml compared to 12 mg/ml for IgG. Two subclasses of IgA exist, IgA1 and IgA2, and each is expressed as monomeric (mIgA), dimeric (dIgA), and secretory (S-IgA) forms ([@b88]). In serum, mIgA1 is the prevalent form while S-IgA2 dominates at mucosal sites ([@b89],[@b90]). Immune complexes containing mIgA1 interact with FcαRI, which mediates phagocytosis, cellular cytotoxicity, antigen presentation, and cytokine release in professional cells, equivalent to the classical FcγRs for IgG ([@b91]). IgA and IgM bind the pIgR, which mediates transport from the tissue into the lumen of body cavities, and upon release they are associated with the pIgR-derived secretory component (SC) to form S-IgA and S-IgM ([@b9]). Interestingly, the SC-binding site on IgA overlaps with the binding site for TRIM21 ([@b61]), although SC is thought to associate with only one heavy chain in each IgA monomer ([@b62]). This may explain the weak affinity between S-IgA and the PRYSPRY domain ([@b35]).

During infection with AdV5, both IgM- and IgA-bound antibodies are recognized by TRIM21 and direct elimination of the virus via ADIN. This has been demonstrated with human IgM and IgA isolated from serum, and as observed for IgG, IFN-α stimulation increases neutralization in a TRIM21-dependent manner for both isotypes ([@b32],[@b35]). Despite reduced affinity for S-IgA, virus-specific S-IgA from human serum was found to activate ADIN, as cellular depletion of TRIM21 partially restored viral infection. Although the presence of the SC appears to inhibit TRIM21 function, data suggest that the disulfide bonds between IgA and the SC may be broken upon exposure to the reducing environment of the cytosol, allowing attachment by TRIM21 ([@b35]). Interestingly, in a recent study, it was demonstrated that S-IgA forms trimers and tetramers in nasal secretions of healthy adults that contributed to enhanced neutralization potency ([@b92]). Such higher forms of S-IgA may likely reach the cytosol together with TRIM21-susceptible pathogens.

ADIN is a highly efficient neutralization mechanism
===================================================

An intriguing feature of the ADIN mechanism is that only a few antibodies per virus are required for it to be effective as ADIN activity closely correlates with the expression level of TRIM21 rather than the extent of opsonization of the virus by a non-entry blocking antibody ([@b69]). Using a murine monoclonal IgG1 antibody (9C12) specific for the major capsid protein of AdV, hexon, a non-entry neutralizing epitope, together with manipulation of cellular TRIM21 levels using IFN-α or TRIM21 shRNA, allowed investigation of how antibody, TRIM21 and virus contribute to the efficiency of neutralization. In IFN-α-stimulated cells that expressed high levels of TRIM21, as few as 1.6 antibody molecules per virus were found to be sufficient for neutralization, while five times more antibody was required in unstimulated cells ([@b69]). Furthermore, ADIN was found to increase in a linearly incremental manner, demonstrating that each antibody associated with the virus contributes equally to its elimination upon binding to TRIM21 ([@b69]). This is in contrast to the occupancy model of entry neutralization, in which efficient prevention of infection can occur only after a critical number of antibodies occupy specific viral epitopes that are involved in cellular attachment and entry. Consequently, this results in a lag phase in neutralization curves when infection levels are plotted against antibody concentration until the critical number of antibodies required to block entry has been reached ([@b93]). This finding was supported by data demonstrating that polyclonal serum-containing antibodies specific for AdV5 required a higher antibody--virus stoichiometry for neutralization to occur when cellular TRIM21 was depleted, indicating a shift from cytosolic ADIN to entry blocking ([@b69]). Thus, when the polyclonal response contains few entry neutralizing antibodies, ADIN may be responsible for the majority of the neutralization activity. Low antibody--virus stoichiometry may also result in inefficient FcγR-mediated effector functions by immune cells as efficient phagocytosis requires the formation of immune complexes and cross-binding to cell-surface FcγRs. In addition, as TRIM21 also engages IgM and IgA, it is likely to contribute to early protection, and at the gate of entry of most viral pathogens, the mucosal barrier.

This however, does not mean that TRIM21-mediated protection becomes irrelevant in the later stages of infection when the amounts of entry neutralizing antibodies with high affinity are likely to increase. Infection by several viruses has been shown to occur even at saturating levels of entry neutralizing antibodies ([@b93]). The virus particles that still infect their target cells under these conditions are known as the persistent fraction. In the case of AdV5, the magnitude of the persistent fraction has been shown to correlate with the expression level of TRIM21, as a considerable increase in the persistent infection level was measured upon TRIM21 depletion ([@b69]). ADIN is also saturated at high viral loads, supporting the notion that TRIM21 levels are deterministic and suggesting that TRIM21 could be overcome by pathogens during high levels of viremia. As the efficacy of ADIN is also dependent on other cellular components such as VCP and the proteasome, the expression levels and rate of enzymatic turnover of these components are also likely to affect the ability of TRIM21 to induce ADIN ([@b69]).

Antibodies are DAMPs recognized by TRIM21
=========================================

While extracellular detection of antibody--virus immune complexes by cell-surface-expressed FcγRs results in phosphorylation of their intracellular immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif, triggering phagocytosis and immune activation ([@b8]), known mechanisms for detection of pathogens in the intracellular environment occur independently of antibodies and are instead dependent upon recognition of pathogen-associated molecular patterns. This is achieved via pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs) such as Toll-like receptors ([@b94]), and cytosolic receptors for viral nucleic acid such as retinoic acid-inducible gene-1 (RIG-1) and melanoma-differentiation associated protein 5 (Mda5) ([@b95]). The immune system can also be activated by tissue damage as a result of pathogen replication via the mislocalization of self-molecules. Such host derived factors are known as damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) ([@b96]). Even though the concentration of IgG in human serum is as high as 12 mg/ml, it is excluded from the cytosolic compartment of cells during normal physiological circumstances. However, during infection, when antibodies of the IgG, IgM, and IgA isotypes enter the cytosol bound to a pathogen, they act like a DAMP upon TRIM21 recognition ([@b34]). Importantly, in addition to ADIN, engagement of TRIM21 induces an antiviral state by activating inflammatory responses. Unanchored K63-linked ubiquitin is an immune second messenger that activates the transcription factor pathways NF-κB, AP-1, IRF3, IRF5, and IRF7, via the enzyme complexes TAK1-TAB1-TAB2 ([@b97],[@b98]) and IKKα--IKKβ--NEMO ([@b99],[@b100]), and inhibition of these complexes prevents TRIM21-induced signaling ([@b34]). Whenever a ubiquitin-modified substrate is targeted to the proteasome, there are three DUBs in the 19S regulatory particle, Usp14/Ubp6, Uch37/UCHL5, and Rpn11/Poh1, that remove ubiquitin before substrate degradation ([@b101]). It was recently demonstrated that cells depleted of Poh1 were unable to activate NF-κB signaling in response to AdV5--IgG complexes, suggesting that Poh1 cleaves off TRIM21 K63-linked ubiquitin chains, which thereby activate an innate signaling response ([@b84]). This assure that TRIM21 only induces a signaling response if a virus antibody complex is targeted for proteasomal destruction, a mechanism that prevents ADIN from antagonizing signaling by rapid degradation of the virus, which thus synchronizes the activation of the two effector functions ([@b84]).

Activation of innate signaling pathways by TRIM21 induces rapid production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, which has been shown to occur in both primary human lung fibroblasts and monocytes. Specifically, the cytokines IL-12, IL-6, and IFN-γ, as well as the chemokines CXCL10 and CCL4 were detected in response to IgG-coated AdV5. Furthermore, it was shown that inflammatory signaling was induced solely by TRIM21 upon detection of AdV5, and independently of known FcγRs and PRRs, as chemical inhibition of MyD88, TRIF, and the tyrosine kinase Syk or knockdown of cytosolic RIG-1 and Mda5 did not impact signaling ([@b34]).

Activation of TRIM21 sensing places the cell in an antiviral state. This involves increased expression of major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC I), as well as the activating MHC I-like NK2G2D ligands in non-hematopoietic cells ([@b34]). As TRIM21 engagement results in rapid degradation of viral proteins, as well as inflammatory signaling that upregulates the expression of MHC I, it is possible that peptides derived from the virus could be transported via the transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP) and loaded onto MHC I or NKG2D molecules. This would then make the cell a target for the cytotoxic effects of NK cells and CD8^+^ T cells; however, this has not yet been tested experimentally. In principle, the cell could 'cure' itself from infection by ADIN rather than being killed by effector lymphocytes. Induction of cell killing by lymphocytes requires clustering of MHC I molecules and T-cell receptors ([@b102]), and it may be speculated that the level of infection could be a factor that determines whether or not the cell would clear the virus solely via ADIN, or if T-cell help is required.

An important question is how the induction of signaling via TRIM21 is regulated. The immune system has evolved specific mechanisms to prevent excessive inflammation and such regulation must also be active in the context of TRIM21. For the classical FcγRs, this is achieved by regulation of the expression levels of activating receptors and the inhibitory FcγRIIb ([@b8]). As TRIM21 detection of cytosolic antibodies results in synchronized activation of both an effector and a signaling response, there must be strict regulation to avoid excessive inflammation at low pathogenic load. This may be a result of different requirements for activation of downstream ubiquitin-dependent processes, which must be related to how TRIM21 detects incoming antibody--virus complexes, and is potentially also self-limiting because the signaling stimulus (i.e. intracellular antibody) is also rapidly degraded by the effector mechanism ([@b32]).

TRIM21-susceptible pathogens
============================

The full spectrum of pathogens that activates ADIN and TRIM21 signaling has yet to be determined. However, as both the effector and sensory functions of TRIM21 are strictly dependent on the presence of antibodies in the cytosol, the mechanism by which the pathogen enters the cell is crucial ([@b103]). Regarding viral infections, the main targets for TRIM21 are non-enveloped viruses, as enveloped viruses shed their outer membrane coat upon fusion with the plasma or endosomal membrane and deliver their nucleocapsids into the cytosol. Therefore, antibodies will be left behind at the cell membrane or inside endosomal vesicles. In line with this, the enveloped respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is not detected by TRIM21 when added to cells in complex with anti-RSV antibodies ([@b34]).

Some non-enveloped viruses may also avoid TRIM21 detection due to their route of infection. For example, some rhinoviruses of the family Picornaviridae are thought to inject their genome through a pore in the endosomal membrane, thereby leaving their nucleocapsid and any attached antibody behind inside the endosome ([@b104]). In the case of AdV, its interaction with the cell-surface-expressed CAR triggers endocytosis ([@b105]). The virus then escapes endosomes and enters the cytosol by lysing the endosomal membrane, a process that relies on partial un-coating of the virus and exposure of an internal capsid protein that induces membrane damage ([@b106]). Once inside the cytosol, the sub-viral particle uses microtubule-associated motor proteins to reach the nuclear membrane ([@b107]). Subsequently, it docks to the nuclear pore complex through which the viral genome enters the nucleus ([@b108]). Therefore, any attached antibody is readily accessible for TRIM21 recognition. Viruses may also differ in their susceptibility to TRIM21 detection due to their behavior once they reach the cytosolic compartment ([@b109],[@b110]). Although it is likely that some viruses have evolved to evade TRIM21 or even take advantage of TRIM21 as part of an un-coating mechanism, the rapid detection at a stage prior to synthesis of new viral proteins, as well as bridging by antibody, may make TRIM21 detection particularly difficult to antagonize ([@b103]). Indeed, neutralization of several non-enveloped viruses by few antibody molecules has been described for AdV, papillomaviruses, and poliovirus ([@b111]--[@b119]).

Importantly, TRIM21 sensing is not restricted to virus infection as it can activate antibody-dependent NF-κB signaling in response to the intracellular bacterium *Salmonella enterica* ([@b34]), which traffics between intracellular vesicles and the cytosol ([@b120],[@b121]). Such TRIM21-dependent immune signaling has been shown to be even more potent upon infection with a *Salmonella* mutant (ΔSifA) that fails to maintain vesicle integrity, resulting in a greater proportion of bacteria in the cytosol ([@b34]). Although bacteria are presumably too large to be degraded by the proteasome, and ADIN elimination of AdV has been shown to happen independently of autophagy ([@b32]), a possible link between TRIM21 and the formation of autophagosomes in the context of *Salmonella* has been suggested ([@b122]).

The importance of TRIM21 for systemic protection
================================================

The fact that evolution has maintained strong binding between TRIM21 and antibodies across species points to its importance in host defense. Humoral immunity during the course of an infection occurs by a variety of different mechanisms, and the relative contribution of each will depend on the nature of the pathogen as well as the polyclonal antibody response ([@b1],[@b5],[@b24]). Therefore, to address whether or not TRIM21 makes a significant contribution to systemic protection in each case, this must be studied in the context of immune serum raised naturally against the pathogen. This has so far been investigated both *in vitro* and *in vivo* using the wildtype mouse adenovirus type-1 (MAV-1) ([@b123],[@b124]) which causes hemorrhagic encephalitis in mice. To recover from acute MAV-1 infection, mice need a robust antibody response ([@b125]--[@b127]). The ability of anti-MAV-1 serum to neutralize MAV-1 was assessed in cells derived from wildtype or TRIM21 knockout mouse embryonic fibroblasts, and a significant proportion of neutralization was TRIM21-dependent ([@b123]). Furthermore, upregulation of TRIM21 expression by IFN stimulation increased the ADIN potency of both pooled serum and immune serum collected from individual mice. The importance of TRIM21 for MAV-1 protection *in vivo* was studied by comparing wildtype TRIM21^+/+^, TRIM21 heterozygote^+/−^, and TRIM21 knockout^−/−^ C57BL/6 mice ([@b124]). Upon challenge with MAV-1, it was shown that naive mice lacking TRIM21 had a higher viral load and increased mortality within the first week of infection. As these experiments were performed in naive animals, protection was presumably a result of interaction between anti-MAV-1 IgM and TRIM21. In passive transfer experiments using antisera against MAV-1, it was demonstrated that survival closely correlated with TRIM21 expression, as transfer of serum was fully protective in wildtype, but not in TRIM21-deficient, mice. Heterozygous animals expressing intermediate levels of TRIM21 showed a haplo-insufficiency phenotype, with comparable mortality to mice homozygous null for TRIM21, but an average brain viral load that was intermediate between wildtype and knockout animals at the end point of the experiment. Moreover, in agreement with *in vitro* findings, IFN induction correlated with increased TRIM21 expression and reduced infection, highlighting the importance of TRIM21 for efficient ADIN activity. Early anti-serum and diluted late anti-serum was more dependent on TRIM21 for protection compared to non-diluted late anti-serum ([@b124]). This indicates that when other antibody-mediated mechanisms such as entry neutralization are incompletely protective, TRIM21 functions become increasingly important as they are able to operate under conditions of few antibodies per virus ([@b69],[@b124]). In addition, the use of a fully replicative wildtype virus in these studies demonstrates that TRIM21 is effective during a spreading infection ([@b123],[@b124]).

As pathogens enter the body through mucosal surfaces, it raises an intriguing question as to whether TRIM21 is activated in polarized epithelial cells. IgA and IgM bind pIgR, which mediates transport from the basolateral to the apical surface, and detection of viruses intracellularly may direct their transcytosis to the apical surface ([@b9]). In regard to IgG, FcRn mediates bidirectional transport of monomeric IgG or IgG-immune complexes across polarized cellular layers ([@b11]--[@b15]). FcRn has even been shown to facilitate neutralization in a specific case where a pH-dependent IgG1 antibody against influenza only neutralizes when the antibody-containing endosome undergoing FcRn transport fuses with a virus-containing acidic endosome ([@b20]). However, unpicking the antiviral contribution of immunoglobulin transport receptors like FcRn *in vivo* is complicated by their role in determining antibody serum half-life and biodistribution. An anti-HIV-1 IgG1 engineered for improved FcRn binding was shown to have increased serum half-life, enhanced mucosal localization and superior protection against intrarectal infection with simian-HIV ([@b16]), but the mechanistic correlation between these properties was not determined. While there are many examples of viruses hijacking antibody transport receptors to facilitate infection, whether or not FcRn and pIgR can directly prevent infection, or if there is crosstalk between these endosomal receptors and TRIM21 as they intercept viruses bound by antibody, remains to be addressed.

Conclusions and prospects
=========================

During an infection, TRIM21 detects antibodies that are carried by pathogens into the cytosol. Once antibodies are detected, TRIM21 mediates ADIN, a highly efficient viral elimination mechanism and concomitantly activates pro-inflammatory signaling resulting in a protective response. Although the complete spectrum of pathogens that are susceptible has yet to be determined, the fast rate of detection and the adaptor function of antibodies are believed to make antagonism on the part of the virus particularly difficult. It is therefore likely that diverse non-enveloped viruses are targets for TRIM21. TRIM21 has been shown to make a significant contribution to systemic protection, and thereby provide important immune defense alongside extracellular mechanisms. In addition, the ability of TRIM21 to interact with three antibody isotypes is a unique feature among known Fc receptors. This, together with the broad expression profile of TRIM21, allows it to function during all stages of an immune response at diverse sites.

Although the antibody binding properties and antiviral functions of TRIM21 have been well established, there are several questions regarding its biology that remain unanswered. Of particular interest is how the effector and signaling responses are regulated in order to avoid excessive inflammation. As both arms of TRIM21 function depend on a complex sequential ubiquitination process, which results in synchronized activation, regulation may depend on different activation thresholds for downstream ubiquitin-dependent processes. It will also be important to address how TRIM21 synergizes with other immune responses. For instance, ADIN may contribute to cross-presentation of viral peptides on MHC class I molecules, resulting in the recruitment of cytotoxic lymphocytes to the infected cell. While TRIM21 is promiscuous in its antibody binding, the functional implications of this are largely unexplored as are the isotype-specific responses that might be elicited. For instance, while TRIM21 binds all four subtypes of human IgG, it is not known whether their use during infection results in different responses. Moreover, as the four IgG subclasses differ significantly in their ability to interact with classical Fc receptors, TRIM21 activity could be altered indirectly. The main gateway for viral pathogens into the body is via mucosal surfaces. This raises intriguing questions as to whether or not TRIM21 makes a significant contribution to protection at these body sites, and whether it functionally intersects with the transepithelial transport of antibodies by FcRn and the pIgR. Recently, it was demonstrated that complement factor C3 attached to different non-enveloped viruses can be carried inside the cytosol during infection ([@b128]). Here, C3 detection resulted in proteasomal targeting of the virus and induction of inflammatory signaling in a process dependent upon mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein (MAVS) ([@b128]). As such, it could be speculated that other intracellular receptors specific for other immune serum proteins with antiviral functions have yet to be discovered.
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[^1]: This article is a part of a series of reviews covering Fc Receptors appearing in Volume 268 of *Immunological Reviews*.
